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Keeping it HOT this Christmas with KAMORII

Great sex & more intimacy is the key to surviving the festive season, claims the founder of
Kamorii.com, Julia Akers. Don't get stressed - Get sexy and loved up instead!

LONDON (PRWEB UK) 5 December 2017 -- Kamorii.com is uniquely positioned to assist couples in hotting
up their sex lives this winter; providing enough techniques and positions to entertain even the most experienced
of lovers. The website features 86 sex guides, 1000+ illustrations, 540+ categorised sex positions and 110 sex
sequences to play in their revolutionary Sex Position Player. Take some sexy time out, open up Kamorii and
pick a new technique, exercise or sequence to explore.

Couples can use the comprehensive Man and Woman User Guides to reveal tested methods for delivering an
assortment of sexual treats; including orgasm methods, erotic massages, and a vast array of oral, manual and
vibrator techniques. Julia suggests "trying out different techniques is the best route to learning how to give
maximum pleasure to our partners; simply the best Christmas gift."

Kamorii also attends to the kinkier side of its customers. For many, the holiday season involves demanding
guests and slaving away in the kitchen. Kamorii thankfully offers up far more enjoyable twists to these themes,
with their Kinky Time section written by London dominatrix, Maya Liyer. Perhaps Kamorii will have you
thinking about how you can use those cooking implements in a far more exciting way.

While Julia and her all-female sexpert team hope to transform the sex lives of adults around the world
(additional language editions and mobile applications will be launched in 2018), they do not overlook the non-
sexual ingredients vital to happy relationships. Julia says “with so much going on at this time, it’s important to
not take our partners for granted." Kamorii offers practical steps on how to maintain non-sexual intimacy in its
Intimacy Guide.

And for women wanting some sexy time out alone? Open up Kamorii's Woman Solo section and enjoy some
"me-time" trying out new solo sex positions, exciting vibrator techniques or even try a few of their sexy solo
watersports.

Finally, for couples once the last of the guests finally leaves? “Lock that front door, and get the bath running!”
suggests Julia. “Pamper your loved-one whilst bathing under the bubbles and celebrate each other." You can
then dry off and start exploring Kamorii's Tantric Sex Guide, by expert Kerri Cust, and take your sex life to the
next level.

Merry SeXmas everyone and get ready for a super orgasmic 2018!

Full access to kamorii.com is available for a small one-off payment.

Note to Editors | All media enquiries can be directed to press(at)kamorii(dot)com

Kamorii.com is the web's first comprehensive guide to sexual technique & intimacy curated by Female
Sexperts. On launching in September 2017, Kamorii transformed the style and method in which adult online
sexual guidance is delivered; giving the sexually adventurous a fresh approach to adult sex education.
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Kamorii is meticulously designed to raise the standard of technical illustration in the sex guidance arena.
Kamorii can be used by couples to spice up their love lives, singles to learn new techniques and improve their
solo play, and younger adults to enjoy a healthier introduction to sex.

The founder, Julia Akers, is a commercial solicitor turned entrepreneur. Her desire to deliver adults of all ages,
coupled or single, with a product to advance their sexual knowledge is at the heart of Kamorii.

Contact: Julia Akers, Founder, Kamorii Limited
Email: contact(at)kamorii(dot)com
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Contact Information
Julia Akers
Kamorii Limited
+44 7944147446

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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